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Résumé
The purpose of this document is to explain the underlying formalism used in the LineaCorr module designed to correct for non-linearities in the PACS bolometer signal. The
non-linearities of individual pixels are characterized with a logarithmic fit to a calibration
data set measured during the ground-segment calibration campaign. An analytical formula
is then used to correct for the non-linearities observed in a PACS frames.signal. It appears
that non-linearity corrections of the order of 10% arises for signals around 60 Jy/pixel,
and this factor can reach up to 70% for signals close to the saturation limits.

1

Introduction

Bolometers are non-linear detectors by essence. They are thermal detectors that convert radiation, or heat, into an electrical signal through a thermistor. The impedance of the thermistor
depends strongly on its temperature, and the relation that relates the incoming flux to the
output voltage is highly non-linear. Contrary to other more conventional bolometer arrays, no
physical models are available to predict the behavior of the CEA filled bolometer arrays.
During the ground-segment calibration campaign that took place at the MPE in 2006-2007,
we explored the behavior of the bolometers for a wide range of incoming fluxes, from 0 to
7 pW per pixel on each channel of the photometer 1 (equivalent to about 150 Jy/pixels). The
non-linearity effects that we observed, and measured, are fairly well behaved and they can be
fitted by a simple function over a reasonable range of fluxes around the in-flight operating point
of the bolometers.
I exploit the database of calibration measurements to characterize the non-linearity of the
detectors, and predict analytically the deviation of the measured signal from the linear regime.
1. We measured the bolometers behavior on both channels simultaneously using the PACS internal calibration sources. When 1 to 7 pW falls on the Blue channel, 8 to 32 pW falls on the Red channel (due to the shape
of the SED of the calibration sources), and when 1 to 7 pW falls on the red channel, 0 to 1 pW falls on the
Blue channel.
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Usage of the lineaCorr module

2

The module LineaCorr is a function that requires a PACS frame as its input (see Appendix B.1). The frames.signal should be in units of Jy/pixels, the script will fail and give an error
message otherwise. Therefore this module should be executed AFTER the standard pipeline
module photRespFlatFieldCorrection which converts Volts into Jy/pixel and correct for pixelto-pixel gain variations (flat-field).
You call the module with the following command :
HIPE> frames = LineaCorr(frames)
The module first scans the data cube and looks for occurrences of signal changes higher than
10 Jy/pixel. For signals in excess of 10 Jy/pixels only, the signal value is modified based on an
analytical model of the non-linear behavior (cf section 3). The correction is applied to individual pixel timelines. For this reason the module has to be run on the data cube rather than
on the final projected map. The 10 Jy/pixel limit corresponds roughly to a 1.5% deviation of
the measured signal from the linear regime. For point sources, this translates very approximately into fluxes of 50-100 Jy. The coefficients of the logarithmic fit to the calibration data are
derived for each pixels and are stored in a calibration file that can be retrieved from a fits file
(nonLinearCoef.fits), or later on from the CalTree itself.
The non-linearity correction factor depends on the measured signal, in fact it depends solely
on the signal variations above the nominal operating point which is set by the foreground
emission from the warm telescope. Therefore, the module LineaCorr needs to subtract the
signal offset for each pixel to ensure that any signal change is due to celestial sources only.
There are currently 3 options implemented in the module :
– For chop/nod observations, the background/foreground emission is intrinsically removed from
the measured signals when chopping/nodding. The keyword chopNod should be set to True
in the call to LineaCorr.
– For scan observations, if there is at least one frame in the observation that contains nothing
but empty sky, this very frame can be used as a detector offset map to be subtracted from
all other frames. In that case, the keyword skyFrameNumber should be set to the sequence
number of the empty-sky frame.
– If no keyword is provided, the default method is to derive the map of pixel offsets from the
data itself by deriving the median of each time line individually using the module photOffsetCorr. Note however that if the observation contains a great deal of signal in all frames,
the offset determination will be biased, and consequently the non-linearity correction will be
underestimated.

3

Generation of the calibration files for LineaCorr

This section gives the gory details of how the non-linearity coefficients are derived. The
general reader might jump directly to section 3.6 for an explicit visual description of the
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non-linearity correction procedure.

3.1

The procedure in a nutshell

During the ground-segment calibration of the photometer, we have explored the behavior
of the bolometer arrays for various optical loads and various bolometer biases and readout
electronics settings. The idea is to exploit these measurements to predict the non-linear
deviation of the signal from the measured signal.
– We start from the middle point 2 database we gathered at MPE (see the definition of
middle points in the next section).
– We take a slice through this data cube to retrieve the data relevant for the in-flight nominal
bolometer biases.
– We project the resulting middle points to the output of the photometer using the transfer
function of the readout electronics provided in the CalTree and using the nominal in-flight
electronics settings VL and VHblind .
– We convert the signal from Volts/pix to Jy/pix using the responsivity provided in the
CalTree.
– We correct for the pixel-to-pixel gain variation using the flatField provided in the CalTree.
– We apply an offset subtraction to the resulting curves to mimic the offset subtraction in
the pipeline.
– We fit the resulting curves, by pixel, with a logarithmic model ; and derive the analytical
formula that gives the deviation from a linear regime as a function of the signal change.

3.2

The middle points and upstream non-linearity

The middle point of a bolometric bridge is the voltage across the thermistor (see figure 1).
It is different from the signal measured at the output of the photometer as it is modified by
the readout electronics.
During the ground-segment calibration, we computed the middle points of each pixel on all
bolometer arrays for many biases and optical loads. Figure 2 show the evolution of the middle
points for a single pixel (likely pixel (8,8) of the blue channel) as a function of bolometer
bridge bias and optical load.
Since the end of the commissioning phase, the bolometer arrays have been biased with the
same voltages, around 2.2V for the blue arrays and 1.8V for the red ones (calculated as
VH − Vl according to the convention of figure 1). For the purpose of LineaCorr, I retrieved
the exact biases from the OBSID 1342189191.
The first thing to do is to take a slice of this surface (fig. 2) for the nominal in-flight biases
for each explored fluxes and each pixel. We obtain a single curve, for each bolometer, that
gives the evolution of the middle point as a function of the optical load (see figure 3). The
curve is not quite a straight line, it is non-linear indeed ! In fact, the absolute value of the
2. One might wonder why we need to start off from middle points rather than a similar database of output
signals. The reason is that it is impossible to measure the bolometer output over such a wide range of fluxes
with a single electronic and bolometer bias setting. This is mainly due to saturation events at various stages of
the readout electronics. The middle points are the only coherent database we can use for such a purpose.
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Figure 1 – Sketch of one bolometer array with 256 bolometer bridges mounted in parallel. The
middle points are indicated as the voltage across the thermistors. The middle points are then
multiplexed and transmitted through the readout electronics to the output of the photometer.

Figure 2 – Evolution of the middle point for a single pixel as a function of bias and flux.
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Figure 3 – Evolution of the middle point for a single pixel biased with nominal voltages as a
function flux. This curve shows the non-linear behavior of the bolometers over the 0-7 pW/pixel
range.
slope of this curve represents the responsivity of the bolometer, and one can see that the
responsivity decreases when the flux increases. This is what non-linearity is about, variable
slope/responsivity with flux.
The curve of figure 3 is fairly representative of all other pixels, and it contains all the information we need for predicting the behavior of the detectors with respect to flux. In orbit,
most of the flux falling on the bolometers comes from the telescope black body emission. It
is about 1-4pW per pixel depending on the PACS channel and period of the year, and this
defines the operating point of the detectors along the curve of fig. 3 (and also the nominal
responsivity).
Besides, the emission from a 1 Jy point source translates into a flux of 0.04pW/beam, that
is a tiny fraction of a pW per pixel. Therefore, when observing reasonably faint celestial
sources, the signal deviation around the operating point is very small, in fact a lot smaller
than the size of the squares on figure 3. For such objects, the behavior of the bolometers can
be considered linear, that is that the responsivity is constant, or equivalently that the curve
can be approximated with a straight line.
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Figure 4 – Transfer function of the readout electronics. Vref is the reference signal that can
be injected upstream the readout electronics. We can substitute Vref with the middle point
and interpolate these curves with the nominal VHblind to obtain the signal at the output of the
photometer.

3.3

The readout electronics transfer function

Figure 1 shows the various stages of the readout electronics. The overall gain of the electronics
is about 0.95, depending on the input voltage. The voltage entering the readout electronics
can either be the middle point from the thermistors, or a reference voltage called Vref . This
reference voltage is used for calibration and also in the obsolete Double Differential Correlated
Sampling (DDCS) readout mode. During the commissioning of the photometer we have used
Vref to measure the transfer function of the whole readout electronics for different values of
the global offset bias VHblind . The resulting curves are shown in figure 4. These curves provide
a one-to-one correspondence between Vref , or the middle point, and the output signal of the
photometer.

3.4

From middle points to Level1 products

We interpolate the readout electronics transfer function (figure 4) for all the middle points
upstream the readout electronics (figure 2) using the nominal VHblind value. In other words,
we project all the information about the bolometer behavior upstream the electronics, i.e. the
middle points, to the output of the photometer which is directly comparable to the measured
signal. At this stage, the signal is in units of Volts per pixel. We divide the data cube by the
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responsivity and the flat-field as retrieved from the CalTree, and we obtain a new data cube
in units of Jy/pixel, where the pixel-to-pixel gain variations are already corrected for. Then
to account for the offset subtraction that takes place in the standard pipeline, we shift the
curves so that the operating point in flux-signal space has the coordinate (0,0). Note that for
shifting the curves, I need to assume a given telescope background flux. I use the numbers
from SAp-PACS-MS-0707-09, that is 1.8, 1.3 and 4 pW per pixel for the blue, green and red
arrays respectively.
Now that the middle points have been corrected for the readout electronics, the responsivity,
the flat field, and the offset subtraction, the new data cube is directly comparable to the
data cube processed up to Level 1 by the standard pipeline.

3.5

Non-linearity modelling

Figure 5 presents the typical flux-signal curve that we obtain for a single pixel, and from
which we can extract the non-linearity information. We see on this figure that the curve has a
large radius of curvature, meaning that the non-linearity is fairly mild on the range of fluxes
we have explored.
As mentioned previously, there are no physical models available for CEA bolometer arrays.
Yet we have to decide on a model to fit and possibly extrapolate the behavior of the bolometers for large fluxes. We need a monotonic function in the range of measurable fluxes
(cf Appendix A). For now, a logarithmic behavior seems to be the most appropriate. The
main reason is that the impedance of the thermistors varies exponentially with the bolometer
temperature. This model seems to fit well the data in the red channel where the fluxes have
been explored up to 32 pW/pixels, so we have to assume that the blue bolometers also follow
this behavior to be able to extrapolate the data with confidence.
The fitting of the curves with a function of the form Signal = a log(b F lux + 1) is usually
very good, and figure 6 presents histograms of the coefficients a and b per filter color as well
as the spatial distribution of these coefficients for the blue filter.

3.6

The analytical formula for non-linearity corrections

Figure 7 gives a visual description of the approach for correcting non-linearities in the photometer signal. The blue curve represents the bolometer signal as measured at the output of
the photometer during the ground-segment calibration campaign. Due to the various pipeline
steps (chop/nod, highpass filtering, or photOffsetCorr depending on the AOT and reduction
branch), this curve passes through the coordinate (0,0). This means that the signal departs
from 0 Jy/pix only if a celestial source illuminates the pixel (the telescope background is
subtracted). We fit this curve with a function of the form :
Sig = a × Log(b × F + 1)

(1)

where F is the incoming flux, and a and b are the coefficients to be fitted. The red straight
line is tangent to the blue curve at the location (0,0). It represents the behavior that the
bolometer would have if it was operating in a linear regime at a given operating point. The
equation of the tangent is :
Lin = a × b × F
(2)
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Figure 5 – Typical examples of logarithmic fit to the non-linear behavior of pixel(8,8) in the
blue and red channels. Notice that the curves have been shifted along the X- and Y-axis to go
through the (0,0) point. The black line represents the tangent of the curve at point (0,0). The
first 3 points are not used for the logarithmic fit due to the cold readout electronics saturation
or too high impedance of the bolometers for very low background/foreground fluxes.
with the same conventions as for equation 1.
Now, the quantity we want to derive is the deviation from the blue curve to the red line as a
function of ∆S, the signal change from the operating point :  is the multiplicative correction
factor. Following the naming conventions given in figure 7, we have :
Lin(∆F ) =  × ∆S = a × b × ∆F

(3)

Sig(∆F ) = a × Log(b × ∆F + 1) = ∆S.

(4)

Solving equation 4 for ∆F , and combining with equation 3, we express  as a function of the
observable ∆S :
∆S
∆F
=a×b×
= a × b × (e a − 1)
(5)
∆S
Equation 5 really is the backbone of the non-linearity correction module lineaCorr. Figure 8
gives the evolution of  as a function of ∆S. For comparison, the saturation limits are around
300-400 Jy/pixel, the non-linearity corrections can therefore reach over 70% of the measured
signals.
The LineaCorr module looks for occurrences of ∆S > ∆Slimit in the data cube, and multiplies this number by  to retrieve the signal expected in a linear regime. For now, ∆Slimit
has been set to 10 Jy/pixel, which corresponds to a correction of ∼1.5%.
Now, the conversion from Jy/pix to a flux integrated in the beam is somewhat trickier. But
assuming that about one third of a point source flux falls into the brightest pixel of the PSF,
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Figure 6 – Histograms of the non-linearity coefficients per filter color, and the spatial distribution of the coefficients for the blue filter (left : a, and right : b). The signal is fitted with the
following naming convention Signal = coef 0 × log(coef 1 × f lux + 1).
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Figure 7 – Schematic view of the measured signal and the linear regime. For a flux change ∆F
the measured signal changes by ∆S while the signal is expected to be  × ∆S for bolometers
operating in a linear regime,  is a function of ∆S.
then a 5% deviation from a linear regime might occur for sources with fluxes well in excess
of 100 Jy.

3.7

Caveats

Here is a non-exhaustive list of caveats I could think of, but you are more than welcome to
point to others I have missed :
– The LineaCorr module relies on the fitting of ground-segment calibration data. Any
changes that might have occurred in-flight are not accounted for by the module. However
we have no reason to think that significant changes have happened since launch.
– The interpolation of these data is expected to be reliable, however the extrapolation is more
uncertain. The fit is quite good in the red channel up to 32 pW/pixel, which validates the
use of a logarithmic function to extrapolate the middle points in the blue channel up to
40 pW/pixel or so. Nevertheless any extrapolation is a risky business.
– I should implement an estimate of the uncertainty to update the frames.noise after the
LineaCorr module is executed. However I have yet no idea how to do this realistically.
– The computation of the calibration files for non-linearity corrections depends on the responsivity of the bolometers which is read from the CalTree. Therefore, any change to the
CalTree should be reflected in new non-linearity calibrations files.
– The bolometer arrays operating point is assumed to be set by the telescope emission at
a level of 1.8, 1.3 and 4 pW per pixel for the blue, green and red filters respectively. If
this is not the case, the non-linearity correction will not be accurate. Nevertheless, I have
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Figure 8 – This curves give the non-linearity correction factor per filter band as a function
of the signal variation above the telescope background/foreground. The signal is in units of Jy
per detector pixels.
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checked that a 10% change in the telescope flux background has only a minor impact on
the non-linearity coefficients.
– For the lineaCorr module to perform well, the offset subtraction is crucial. The module
assumes that the signal from the sky corresponds to 0 Jy/pixel. The correction will fail
otherwise.
– It might be possible to provide a source mask to photOffsetCorr in the LineaCorr module
to avoid biasing the offset subtraction for regions with bright sources.

4

Conclusions

I have characterized the non-linear behavior of the PACS bolometer arrays by fitting a logarithmic function in the flux-signal space for each individual pixels. The module LineaCorr will
correct any signal found above a given threshold, currently set to 10 Jy/pixel, according to the
formula derived in this document (equation 5). The 10 Jy/pixel limit corresponds to a rough
deviation from the linear regime of 1.5%.
Note that any update to the CalTree that modifies the responsivity and flatfield calFiles should
be propagated in the non-linearity module by re-computing the non-linearity coefficients using
the script lineaCorr_mkCoef.py (see Appendix B.2).
As of March 10, this module is pending validation by the ICC.
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Figure 9 – Comparison of logarithmic and polynomial fit to the measured middle points in
version 0.1 of this report (using only fluxes from 1 to 7 pW/pixel int he blue and red channels).
Considering that the signal can reach 400 Jy/pixel, we see that the extrapolation fails with the
polynomial model since the signal gets above the apex of the parabola. The logarithmic model
is however monotonic.

A

Logarithmic and polynomial fit to the data

In version 0.1 of this report (Feb. 2011), I used a second order polynomial to fit the curves
and predict the behavior of the bolometers for any signal variations. The data I used contained
only middle points explored from 1 to 7 pW/pixels on both blue and red channels. Although a
polynomial model is a reasonable guess for interpolating the sparsely measured middle points,
it fails completely for very bright sources. While working on extremely bright objects, I realized
that the lineaCorr module introduced NaNs in the brightest regions of the final maps. Figure 9
gives a visual explanation of why that is. Second order polynomials are bell-shaped, and it turns
out that the apex of the parabola was within range of the measurable fluxes. In other words, the
polynomial model used in LineaCorr_Version_1 fails to correct large signal variations (above
100-400 Jy/pixel).

B
B.1

Scripts
LineaCorr.py

"""
FILENAME
LineaCorr.py
DESCRIPTION
Non-linearity correction module.
The input frames have to be in units of Jy/pix, which means that this
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module has to be executed after the photRespFlatfieldCorrection module from the standard pipeline.
This module is best exploited if executed right before projecting the datacube
into a map, i.e. at the end of Level1 processing.
USAGE
frames = LineaCorr(frames)
INPUT
frames
chopNod keyword to specify the type of AOT
skyFrameNumber: to specify the frame index that would provide a
representative frame of the background emission from the telescope only.
copy keyword set to True to return a copy of the input frames.
VERSION
beta
AUTHOR
Nicolas Billot <nbillot@ipac.caltech.edu>
@jhistory
1.0 3-Dec-2010 NB Initial version
2.0 14-Feb-2011 NB I corrected a bug in the identification of the filter color.
3.0 5-Mar-2011 NB I up-dated the non-linearity coefficients. They are now derived by fittin
a logarithmic model to the middle points rather than a second order polynomial).
I also included the masking of bad and saturated pixels, and NaNs.

"""
#
#
#
#
# You need to edit the path to the calFiles: dataDir
#
#
#
def LineaCorr(inFrames, chopNod = False, skyFrameNumber = 0, copy = False):
#
# Check that the unit of the data is Jy/pix
if inFrames.history.getTaskNames().where(inFrames.history.getTaskNames() == "photRespFlatfieldCorrection").toInt1d().dimensi
print ’The input frame has to be in units of Jy/pixels’
print ’Please execute the following command before running the non-linearity correction:’
print ’ frames = photRespFlatfieldCorrection(frames, calTree = calTree)’
return
#
if (copy == 1):
frames = inFrames.copy()
else :
frames = inFrames
#
# Get the CalFile that contains the coefficients of the fitted middle points
# Either from the disk
fa = FitsArchive()
#
#####################################################
########
Here edit the path to the files
########
#####################################################
dataDir = ’/home/nbillot/iascripts/lineaCorr/’
#
#
filename = dataDir + "nonLinearCoef.fits"
print ’Loading file ’, filename
prod = fa.load(filename)
print ’Using’, prod.description
if frames.meta["camName"].value == "Blue Photometer":
if frames.meta["blue"].value == "blue1":
Coef = prod["Blue"]["coef"].data
else:
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Coef = prod["Green"]["coef"].data
if frames.meta["camName"].value == "Red Photometer":
Coef = prod["Red"]["coef"].data
#
# Or from the calTree when available
# ...
#
nx = frames.meta["detRow"].value
ny = frames.meta["detCol"].value
nz = frames.signal.dimensions[2]
#
# The correction due to the non-linear behavior of the detectors depends on
# signal excursions. We define Delta_S as the signal deviation from the
# nominal operating point of the bolometers, that is the signal in excess
# of the telescope background. One has to set to zero the median signal value when
# the telescope is pointing at an empty patch of sky. The module will fail to
# produce good results if the zero signal does not match the emission from the telescope:
#
# * In the case of a chop/nod observation, the background subtraction is
#
already done in the pipieline.
# * In the case of dark fields with a few bright objects, the median frame
#
is a good approximation of the telescope emission.
# * In case of a crowded field, and thus a difficult determination of the
#
background signal, one can specify a frame number (within the observation)
#
that is representative of the emission from the sky.
if chopNod == True:
Delta_S = frames.copy().signal
else:
if 0 < skyFrameNumber < nz:
print ’Using frame’, skyFrameNumber, ’as a background frame / detector offset map’
Delta_S = frames.copy().signal
for i in range(nx):
for j in range(ny):
Delta_S[i,j,:] -= Delta_S[i,j,skyFrameNumber]
else:
medianFrames = photOffsetCorr(frames, copy=1)
Delta_S = medianFrames.signal
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
##
#
#
#
#
#
#

# I would like to use this, but I didn’t manage to get the right indices... Ekki, any suggestion?
#sel = Delta_S.where(Delta_S > 10)
#ind_z = sel.toInt1d()%nz
#ind_x = sel.toInt1d()/(ny*nz)
#ind_y = sel.toInt1d()/(nx*nz)
#if (Coef[ind_x,ind_y,2] != 0) & (frames.mask["BADPIXELS"].data[ind_x,ind_y,ind_z] != 1) & (frames.mask["SATURATION"].data[
#
frames.signalRef[ind_x,ind_y,ind_z] *= (EXP(ABS(Delta_S[ind_x,ind_y,ind_z])/Coef[ind_x,ind_y,0]) - Coef[ind_x,ind_y,2]
## so for the time being I’m using a simple loop to access the frames and pixels in the non-linear regime
n_nl = 0. # number of non-linearity occurences...
for z in range(nz):
# Only apply a correction when the signal fluctuation is strong (10Jy/pix corresponds to about a 1.5% correction) and
if MAX(ABS(NAN_FILTER(Delta_S[:,:,z]))) > 10:
for i in range(nx):
for j in range(ny):
if ABS(Delta_S[i,j,z]) > 10:
if (Coef[i,j,2] != 0) & (frames.mask["BADPIXELS"].data[i,j,z] != 1) & (frames.mask["SATURATION"].data[
if (Coef[i,j,2] != 0):
# This is the magic formula to correct for non-linearities. See PICC-NHSC-TR-031 for details.
# The ABS() is necessary when treating chop/nod observations and their negative beams.
frames.signalRef[i,j,z] *= (EXP(ABS(Delta_S[i,j,z])/Coef[i,j,0]) - Coef[i,j,2]) * Coef[i,j,0] / (Co
n_nl += 1.
System.gc()
#
n_nl = 0. # number of non-linearity occurences...
for i in range(nx):
for j in range(ny):
indz = Delta_S[i,j,:].where((ABS(Delta_S[i,j,:]) > 10) & (frames.mask["BADPIXELS"].data[i,j,:] == 0) & (frames.m
CorrFactor = (EXP(ABS(Delta_S[i,j,indz])/Coef[i,j,0]) - 1) * Coef[i,j,0] / (ABS(Delta_S[i,j,indz]))
frames.signalRef[i,j,indz] *= CorrFactor
n_nl += 1.
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#
if n_nl/(nx*ny*nz)*100. > 1.:
print Int1d([n_nl/(nx*ny*nz)*100.])[0], "% of the data that have been corrected for non-linearity"
#
return frames
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lineaCorr_mkCoef.py

script aims at deriving the signal deviation from a linear regime. The philosophy is as follows:
Retrieve the middle points measured in Saclay from which we have a large range of explored incident fluxes
Interpolate the middle points for the set of nominal biases (Vh-Vl)
Project the middle points to the output of the photometer using the transfer function of the cold readout electronics (ca
Convert the signal from Volts to Jy/pixel using calTree.photometer.Responsivity
Divide the cube by the flatfield using calTree.photometer.flatField
Shift the curve (signal as a function of flux) so as to get the operating point at the (0,0) coordinate in signal-flux sp
Fit the resulting curve for each pixel by a second order polynomial
Derive the deviation between the measured curves and the linear regime assumed at the operating point:
Here I want to use an analytical formula based on the coefficients of the fitted polynomial to derive the deviation as

Biases are taken from OBSID = 1342189191
For blue arrays:
Vhb = 2.07 Volt
Vh = 2.276, 2.246, 2.250, 2.237 V for matrix B1, B2, B3, B4, respectively
Vl = -0.326, -0.356, -0.354, -0.364 V
For red arrays:
Vhb = 2.07 Volt
Vh = 1.824, 1.809 V
for matrix R1 and R2, respectively.
Vl = -0.177, -0.192 V

IMPORTANT: It seems that the choice of the incident flux at the operating point does
make a difference in the final corrected maps, as expected since it changes the operating regime.
The following numbers are from document SAp-PACS-MS-0707-09
Blue_F0 = 1.8
Green_F0 = 1.3
Red_F0 = 4.0

The computation of the non-linearity coefficients depend on the responsivity calibration file of the CalTree,
so that each time the responsivity is changed in the CalTree, the non-linearity coefficients should be re-calculat

from herschel.ia.numeric.toolbox.basic import Histogram
from herschel.ia.numeric.toolbox.basic import BinCentres
fa = FitsArchive()
c = getCalTree()
logmodel = True
polynomial = (logmodel != 1)
doPlot = 1
# Nominal biases are extracted from OBSID 1342189191 for each group
nominal_polar = [2.602, 2.602, 2.602, 2.602, 2.604, 2.604, 2.601, 2.601, 2.001, 2.001]
nominal_vl = [-0.326, -0.326, -0.356, -0.356, -0.354, -0.354, -0.364, -0.364, -0.177, -0.192]
nominal_vhb = [2.07, 2.07, 2.07, 2.07, 2.07, 2.07, 2.07, 2.07, 1.824, 1.809]
dataDir = ’/home/nbillot/iascripts/lineaCorr/’
# Get the middle points from the RR database
RRb = fa.load(dataDir + ’RRhighB.fits’)
RRr = fa.load(dataDir + ’RRhighR.fits’)
# During the ground calibration, we have explored blue and red fluxes from 1 to 7 pW/pix.
# When 1 to 7 pW fell on the blue array, 8 to 32 pW/pix fell on the red array at the same time.
# when 1 to 7 pW fell on the red array, 0 to 1 pW/pix fell on the blue array at the same time.
# The following lines are used to re-arrange and order the calibration data into useful variables.
ref_midpt = Double5d(10,16,16,24,14)
ref_vl = Double3d(10,24,14)
ref_vh = Double3d(10,24,14)
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ref_polars = Double3d(6,24,14)
ref_fluxes = data=Double2d(6,14) # 6 groups, 7*2 flux values
ref_midpt[:,:,:,:,7:14] = RRb["pt_mil"].data # RRblue were obtained with the high fluxes, ie warmest internal calibraiton sourc
ref_midpt[:,:,:,:,0:7] = RRr["pt_mil"].data # RRred were obtained for the coldest settings of the internal calibration sources
ref_vl[:,:,7:14] = RRb["vl"].data
ref_vl[:,:,0:7] = RRr["vl"].data
ref_vh[:,:,7:14] = RRb["vh"].data
ref_vh[:,:,0:7] = RRr["vh"].data
ref_polars[:,:,7:14] = RRb["polars"].data
ref_polars[:,:,0:7] = RRr["polars"].data
for iGroup in range(4):
ref_fluxes[iGroup,0:7] = RRr[’bfluxes’].data
ref_fluxes[iGroup,7:14] = RRb[’bfluxes’].data
for iGroup in range(2):
ref_fluxes[4+iGroup,0:7] = RRr[’rfluxes’].data
ref_fluxes[4+iGroup,7:14] = RRb[’rfluxes’].data

# Interpolate the reference data cube to extract the midpt upstream the readout electronics for the nominal biases
midpt_upstream = Double4d(10,16,16,14)
for m in range(10):
if m < 8:
g = m/ 2
else:
g = m - 4
for i in range(16):
for j in range(16):
for f in range(14):
interp = LinearInterpolator(ref_polars[g,:,f], ref_midpt[m,i,j,:,f], True)
midpt_upstream[m,i,j,f] = interp(nominal_polar[m])
# Project the upstream midpt to the output of the photometer
# First we retrieve the transfer function of the cold readout electronics from the calTree
cal_surfaceCL = c.photometer.clTransferFunction.surface
cal_vrl = c.photometer.clTransferFunction.vrl
cal_vhb = c.photometer.clTransferFunction.vhb
# Take a first cut through the transfer function at the nominal Vhb value
cal_surfaceCL_temp = Double4d(10,16,16,25)
for m in range(10):
if m < 8:
g = m/ 2
else:
g = m - 4
for i in range(16):
for j in range(16):
for k in range(25):
interp = LinearInterpolator(cal_vhb[g,k,:], cal_surfaceCL[m,i,j,k,:], True)
cal_surfaceCL_temp[m,i,j,k] = interp(nominal_vhb[m])

# Project the midpts through the transfer function using Vl to derive the absolute input signal of the CL (in Volts) and using t
signal_downstream = Double4d(10,16,16,14)
# Signal downstream the CL, ie at the output of the photometer
for m in range(10):
if m < 8:
g = m/ 2
ind_vhb = 2 # gives the index of the variable cal_vhb that gives 2.0 volts for the cal_vrl blue array
else:
g = m - 4
ind_vhb = 3 # gives the index of the variable cal_vhb that gives 1.8 volts for the cal_vrl red array
for i in range(16):
for j in range(16):
for f in range(14):
interp = LinearInterpolator(cal_vrl[g,:,ind_vhb], cal_surfaceCL_temp[m,i,j,:], True)
signal_downstream[m,i,j,f] = interp(midpt_upstream[m,i,j,f] + nominal_vl[m])
#from herschel.ia.numeric.toolbox.basic import Histogram
#from herschel.ia.numeric.toolbox.basic import BinCentres
#binsize = 0.01
#hist=Histogram(binsize)
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#bins = BinCentres(binsize)
#PlotXY(bins(signal_downstream[:,:,:,2].apply(Reshape())), hist(signal_downstream[:,:,:,2].apply(Reshape())))

# Need to reshape the variables from [10,16,16,14] to [32,64,14] and [16,32,14] before applying responsivity and flatField corre
Blue_signal_downstream = Double3d(32,64,14)
Green_signal_downstream = Double3d(32,64,14)
Red_signal_downstream = Double3d(16,32,14)
for f in range(14):
for m in range(10):
if m < 8:
iini= 16-m/ 4* 16
ifin= iini+ 16
jini= (m % 4)* 16
jfin= jini+ 16
Blue_signal_downstream[iini:ifin,jini:jfin,f] = signal_downstream[m,:,:,f]
Green_signal_downstream[iini:ifin,jini:jfin,f] = signal_downstream[m,:,:,f]
else:
g= m- 4
iini= 0
ifin= 16
jini= 16-(g- 4)* 16
# now matrix 10 is on the left and 9 on the right (see SPR 633) #
jini= (g- 4)* 16
jfin= jini+ 16
Red_signal_downstream[iini:ifin,jini:jfin,f] = signal_downstream[m,:,:,f]
# Convert Volts into Jy/pixel (resp is in units of V/Jy) and apply the flatField using the CalTree
B_resp = c.photometer.responsivity.blue["Responsivity"].data
G_resp = c.photometer.responsivity.green["Responsivity"].data
R_resp = c.photometer.responsivity.red["Responsivity"].data
Blue_signal_calib = Blue_signal_downstream / B_resp[0]
Green_signal_calib = Green_signal_downstream / G_resp[0]
Red_signal_calib = Red_signal_downstream / R_resp[0]
B_FF = c.photometer.flatField.blue["FlatField"].data
G_FF = c.photometer.flatField.green["FlatField"].data
R_FF = c.photometer.flatField.red["FlatField"].data
for f in range(14):
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
Blue_signal_calib[i,j,f] /= B_FF[i,j]
Green_signal_calib[i,j,f] /= G_FF[i,j]
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
Red_signal_calib[i,j,f] /= R_FF[i,j]

# Shift the resulting curves (signal as a function of flux) to mimic offset correction (HPF or photOffsetCorr basically put the
# First assume an operating point for the bolometers. Following document SAp-PACS-MS-0707-09, we take 1.8, 1.3 and 4.0 pW/pix as
# Then derive the offset at this operating point for each pixel
Blue_F0 = 1.8
Green_F0 = 1.3
Red_F0 = 4.0
#
Blue_offsets = Double2d(32,64)
Green_offsets = Double2d(32,64)
Red_offsets = Double2d(16,32)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
interp = LinearInterpolator(ref_fluxes[0,:], Blue_signal_calib[i,j,:], True)
Blue_offsets[i,j] = interp(Blue_F0)
interp = LinearInterpolator(ref_fluxes[0,:], Green_signal_calib[i,j,:], True)
Green_offsets[i,j] = interp(Green_F0)
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
interp = LinearInterpolator(ref_fluxes[4,:], Red_signal_calib[i,j,:], True)
Red_offsets[i,j] = interp(Red_F0)
# Then subtract the offsets to mimic offset subtraction in the pipeline
Blue_signal_offsetSub = Double3d(32,64,14)
Green_signal_offsetSub = Double3d(32,64,14)
Red_signal_offsetSub = Double3d(16,32,14)
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for f in range(14):
Blue_signal_offsetSub[:,:,f] = Blue_signal_calib[:,:,f] - Blue_offsets
Green_signal_offsetSub[:,:,f] = Green_signal_calib[:,:,f] - Green_offsets
Red_signal_offsetSub[:,:,f] = Red_signal_calib[:,:,f] - Red_offsets

# This model fails for very large signals, ie for signal variations larger than -coef[1]**2 / (4*coef[2])
if polynomial:
# Now fit a second order polynomial to the curve (signal as a function of flux) for each pixel
# And force the signal to be zero at 0 Jy by shifting the flux scale to mimic background subtraction, i.e. set Signal[operat
n_order = 2
poly = PolynomialModel(n_order)
Blue_fitter = Fitter(RESHAPE(ref_fluxes[0,:]), poly)
Green_fitter = Fitter(RESHAPE(ref_fluxes[0,:]), poly)
Blue_fluxes = Double3d(32,64,14)
Green_fluxes = Double3d(32,64,14)
Red_fluxes = Double3d(16,32,14)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
c = Blue_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Blue_signal_offsetSub[i,j,:]))
if c[2] != 0:
Blue_fluxes[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[0,:] - ((-c[1] + SQRT( c[1]**2 - 4*c[2]*c[0] )) / (2*c[2]))
else:
Blue_fluxes[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[0,:] - Blue_F0
c = Green_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Green_signal_offsetSub[i,j,:]))
if c[2] != 0:
Green_fluxes[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[0,:] - ((-c[1] + SQRT( c[1]**2 - 4*c[2]*c[0] )) / (2*c[2]))
else:
Green_fluxes[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[0,:] - Green_F0
# Due to saturation of the readout electronics, only the 10 highest fluxes give a reasonable signal for Red_signal_offsetSub
Red_fitter = Fitter(RESHAPE(ref_fluxes[4,3:14]), poly)
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
c = Red_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Red_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14]))
if c[2] != 0:
Red_fluxes[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[4,:] - ((-c[1] + SQRT( c[1]**2 - 4*c[2]*c[0] )) / (2*c[2]))
else:
Red_fluxes[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[4,:] - Red_F0
# Now fit the curve that represents the signal evolution as a function of flux (the curve passes through coordinate (0,0) fo
n_order = 2
poly = PolynomialModel(n_order)
Blue_coef = Double3d(32,64, n_order+1)
Green_coef = Double3d(32,64, n_order+1)
Red_coef = Double3d(16,32, n_order+1)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
Blue_fitter = Fitter(RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,:]), poly)
Blue_coef[i,j,:] = Blue_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Blue_signal_offsetSub[i,j,:]))
Green_fitter = Fitter(RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,:]), poly)
Green_coef[i,j,:] = Green_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Green_signal_offsetSub[i,j,:]))
# Due to saturation of the readout electronics, only the 10 highest fluxes give a reasonable signal for Red_signal_offsetSub
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
Red_fitter = Fitter(RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14]), poly)
Red_coef[i,j,:] = Red_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Red_signal_offsetSub[i,j,14]))
#
# this model is more robust, and it certainly fits better the exponential behavior of the bolometer impedance
if logmodel:
# First shift the curves along the x-axis by the approximately value Color_F0
# this first step is necessary because the LogModel fails to fit the curves for some pixels (e.g. pixel (30,62) in the Blue
Blue_fluxes_temp = Double3d(32,64,14)
Green_fluxes_temp = Double3d(32,64,14)
Red_fluxes_temp = Double3d(16,32,14)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
Blue_fluxes_temp[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[0,:] - Blue_F0
Green_fluxes_temp[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[0,:] - Green_F0
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
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Red_fluxes_temp[i,j,:] = ref_fluxes[4,:] - Red_F0
# Then fit the curves with the LogModel to shift exactly the curves along the x-axis so as to forve the curve to pass throug
execfile(’/home/nbillot/iascripts/lineaCorr/LogModel.py’)
lm = LogModel()
# Now fit a logarithmic model to the curve (signal as a function of flux) for each pixel
# And force the signal to be zero at 0 Jy by shifting the flux scale to mimic background subtraction, i.e. set Signal[operat
Blue_fluxes = Double3d(32,64,14)
Green_fluxes = Double3d(32,64,14)
Red_fluxes = Double3d(16,32,14)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
# for the first 3 blue fluxes (very close to 0 pW/pix), the impedance of the bolometers is very high (10^12-10^15 Oh
indB = (RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14])).where(RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Blue_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter((RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14]))[indB], lm)
Blue_fitter.setVerbose(1)
c = Blue_fitter.fit((RESHAPE(Blue_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14]))[indB])
if c[1] != 0:
Blue_fluxes[i,j,:] = Blue_fluxes_temp[i,j,:] - ((1-c[2])/c[1])
else:
Blue_fluxes[i,j,:] = Blue_fluxes_temp[i,j,:]
indG = (RESHAPE(Green_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14])).where(RESHAPE(Green_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Green_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter((RESHAPE(Green_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14])[indG]), lm)
c = Green_fitter.fit((RESHAPE(Green_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14]))[indG])
if c[1] != 0:
Green_fluxes[i,j,:] = Green_fluxes_temp[i,j,:] - ((1-c[2])/c[1])
else:
Green_fluxes[i,j,:] = Green_fluxes_temp[i,j,:]
# Due to saturation of the readout electronics, only the 10 highest fluxes give a reasonable signal for Red_signal_offsetSub
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
indR = (RESHAPE(Red_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14])).where(RESHAPE(Red_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Red_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter((RESHAPE(Red_fluxes_temp[i,j,3:14]))[indR], lm)
c = Red_fitter.fit((RESHAPE(Red_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14]))[indR])
if c[1] != 0:
Red_fluxes[i,j,:] = Red_fluxes_temp[i,j,:] - ((1-c[2])/c[1])
else:
Red_fluxes[i,j,:] = Red_fluxes_temp[i,j,:]

Blue_coef = Double3d(32,64, 3)
Green_coef = Double3d(32,64, 3)
Red_coef = Double3d(16,32, 3)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
# this model works only for positive values, thus
indB = RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,:]).where(RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,:]) >= 0)
Blue_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter(RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,indB]), lm)
Blue_coef[i,j,:] = Blue_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Blue_signal_offsetSub[i,j,indB]))
indG = RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,:]).where(RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,:]) >= 0)
Green_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter(RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,indG]), lm)
Green_coef[i,j,:] = Green_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Green_signal_offsetSub[i,j,indG]))
# Due to saturation of the readout electronics, only the 10 highest fluxes give a reasonable signal for Red_signal_offsetSu
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
# this model works only for positive values, thus
indR = RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14]).where(RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Red_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter(RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14])[indR], lm)
Red_coef[i,j,:] = Red_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Red_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14])[indR])
# Now to fit the final curves, we use LogModel2Param, thta means that we fix the parameter "c" to 1 so that the curve passes
execfile(’/home/nbillot/iascripts/lineaCorr/LogModel2Param.py’)
lm2p = LogModel2Param()
Blue_coef = Double3d(32,64, 2)
Green_coef = Double3d(32,64, 2)
Red_coef = Double3d(16,32, 2)
for i in range(32):
for j in range(64):
# for the first 3 blue fluxes (very close to 0 pW/pix), the impedance of the bolometers is very high (10^12-10^15 Oh
indB = RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,3:14]).where(RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Blue_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter((RESHAPE(Blue_fluxes[i,j,3:14]))[indB], lm2p)
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Blue_coef[i,j,:] = Blue_fitter.fit((RESHAPE(Blue_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14]))[indB])
indG = RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,3:14]).where(RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Green_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter((RESHAPE(Green_fluxes[i,j,3:14]))[indG], lm2p)
Green_coef[i,j,:] = Green_fitter.fit((RESHAPE(Green_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14]))[indG])
# Due to saturation of the readout electronics, only the 10 highest fluxes give a reasonable signal for Red_signal_offsetSub
for i in range(16):
for j in range(32):
# this model works only for positive values, thus
indR = RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14]).where(RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14]) >= 0)
Red_fitter = LevenbergMarquardtFitter(RESHAPE(Red_fluxes[i,j,3:14])[indR], lm2p)
Red_coef[i,j,:] = Red_fitter.fit(RESHAPE(Red_signal_offsetSub[i,j,3:14])[indR])

BlueNonLinearCoef = TableDataset(description = "Coefficients for non-linearity corrections")
BlueNonLinearCoef["coef"] = Column(data = Blue_coef, description="Coef for Blue array: c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]*x**2")
GreenNonLinearCoef = TableDataset(description = "Coefficients for non-linearity corrections")
GreenNonLinearCoef["coef"] = Column(data = Green_coef, description="Coef for Green array: c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]*x**2")
RedNonLinearCoef = TableDataset(description = "Coefficients for non-linearity corrections")
RedNonLinearCoef["coef"] = Column(data = Red_coef, description="Coef for Red array: c[0] + c[1]*x + c[2]*x**2")

# Here I need to consolidate the definition of the product if it is to be converted into a proper CalFile.
if polynomial:
nonLinearProduct = Product( description="Coefficients for non-linearity corrections from second order polynomial fit to midd
if logmodel:
nonLinearProduct = Product( description="Coefficients for non-linearity corrections from logarithmic fit to middle points")
nonLinearProduct["Blue"] = BlueNonLinearCoef
nonLinearProduct["Green"] = GreenNonLinearCoef
nonLinearProduct["Red"] = RedNonLinearCoef
fa.save(dataDir + "nonLinearCoef.fits", nonLinearProduct)

##############################
# Visual check of the results
if logmodel & doPlot:
i = 8 ; j= 8

#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#

Delta_S = Double1d.range(1000)/10.*4. # Jy/pix
a = MEDIAN(Blue_coef[:,:,0])
b = MEDIAN(Blue_coef[:,:,1])
c = MEDIAN(Blue_coef[:,:,2])
c = 1.
a = (Blue_coef[i,j,0])
b = (Blue_coef[i,j,1])
c = (Blue_coef[i,j,2])
c = 1
epsilon_blue = (EXP(Delta_S/a) - c) * a / (c * Delta_S)
a = MEDIAN(Green_coef[:,:,0])
b = MEDIAN(Green_coef[:,:,1])
c = MEDIAN(Green_coef[:,:,2])
c = 1
a = (Green_coef[i,j,0])
b = (Green_coef[i,j,1])
c = (Green_coef[i,j,2])
c = 1
epsilon_green = (EXP(Delta_S/a) - c) * a / (c * Delta_S)
a = MEDIAN(Red_coef[:,:,0])
b = MEDIAN(Red_coef[:,:,1])
c = MEDIAN(Red_coef[:,:,2])
c = 1
a = (Red_coef[i,j,0])
b = (Red_coef[i,j,1])
c = (Red_coef[i,j,2])
c = 1
epsilon_red = (EXP(Delta_S/a) - c) * a / (c * Delta_S)
p = PlotXY(Delta_S, epsilon_blue, name="Blue Filter", titleText = "Typical Non-Linearity Correction Factor")
lg = LayerXY(Delta_S, epsilon_green, name="Green Filter")
lg.color = java.awt.Color.green
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p.addLayer(lg)
lr = LayerXY(Delta_S, epsilon_red, name="Red Filter")
lr.color = java.awt.Color.red
p.addLayer(lr)
p.xaxis.titleText = "Signal Variation above Background [Jy/pix]"
p.yaxis.titleText = "CorrFactor"
aa = Annotation(30, 1.7,"Linearized Signal = Measured signal * CorrFactor")
aa.setFontSize(10)
p.addAnnotation(aa)
p.legend.visible = 1
p.xaxis.setRange([1,300])

#

#

a = (Blue_coef[i,j,0])
b = (Blue_coef[i,j,1])
c = (Blue_coef[i,j,2])
c=1
fl = Blue_fluxes[i,j,:]
x = Double1d.range(40)-3
x = Double1d.range(1000)/100. - 3
x=fl
p = PlotXY(x, a * LOG(x*b + c) , xtitle="Flux above background [pW/pix]", ytitle="Signal [Jy/pix]", titleText=’LogModel: Pix
p.line = Style.MARKED
ll = LayerXY(fl, Blue_signal_offsetSub[i,j,:], name = "Measured Signal")
ll.line = Style.NONE
ll.symbol = Style.DCROSS
ll.color = java.awt.Color.red
ll.stroke = 2.0
p.addLayer(ll)
ll2 = LayerXY(x, a * b / c * x, name = "Linearized Signal")
p.addLayer(ll2)
ll2.color = java.awt.Color.black
p.legend.visible = 1

a = (Red_coef[i,j,0])
b = (Red_coef[i,j,1])
c = (Red_coef[i,j,2])
c=1
fl = Red_fluxes[i,j,:]
x = Double1d.range(40)-3
x = Double1d.range(1000)/100.*4 - 3
x=fl
p = PlotXY(x, a * LOG(x*b + c) , xtitle="Flux above background [pW/pix]", ytitle="Signal [Jy/pix]", titleText=’LogModel: Pix
p.line = Style.MARKED
ll = LayerXY(fl, Red_signal_offsetSub[i,j,:], name = "Measured Signal")
ll.line = Style.NONE
ll.symbol = Style.DCROSS
ll.color = java.awt.Color.red
ll.stroke = 2.0
p.addLayer(ll)
ll2 = LayerXY(x, a * b / c * x, name = "Linearized Signal")
p.addLayer(ll2)
ll2.color = java.awt.Color.black
p.legend.visible = 1

binsize = 15
hist=Histogram(binsize)
bins = BinCentres(binsize)
p0 = PlotXY(bins(Blue_coef[:,:,0].apply(Reshape())), Double1d(hist(Blue_coef[:,:,0].apply(Reshape())))/MAX(hist(Blue_coef[:,
style = p0.getStyle()
style.setChartType(Style.HISTOGRAM)
ll0g = LayerXY(bins(Green_coef[:,:,0].apply(Reshape())), Double1d(hist(Green_coef[:,:,0].apply(Reshape())))/MAX(hist(Green_c
style = ll0g.getStyle()
style.setChartType(Style.HISTOGRAM)
ll0g.color = java.awt.Color.green
p0.addLayer(ll0g)
ll0r = LayerXY(bins(Red_coef[:,:,0].apply(Reshape())), Double1d(hist(Red_coef[:,:,0].apply(Reshape())))/MAX(hist(Red_coef[:,
style = ll0r.getStyle()
style.setChartType(Style.HISTOGRAM)
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ll0r.color = java.awt.Color.red
p0.addLayer(ll0r)
p0.xaxis.titleText = "Coef[0] of LogModel fit"
p0.yaxis.titleText = "Normalized histogram"
p0.legend.visible = 1
ll0g.name = "Green Filter"
ll0r.name = "Red Filter"
p0.xaxis.setRange([0,700])

binsize = 0.005
hist=Histogram(binsize)
bins = BinCentres(binsize)
p1 = PlotXY(bins(Blue_coef[:,:,1].apply(Reshape())), Double1d(hist(Blue_coef[:,:,1].apply(Reshape())))/MAX(hist(Blue_coef[:,
style = p1.getStyle()
style.setChartType(Style.HISTOGRAM)
ll1g = LayerXY(bins(Green_coef[:,:,1].apply(Reshape())), Double1d(hist(Green_coef[:,:,1].apply(Reshape())))/MAX(hist(Green_c
style = ll1g.getStyle()
style.setChartType(Style.HISTOGRAM)
ll1g.color = java.awt.Color.green
p1.addLayer(ll1g)
ll1r = LayerXY(bins(Red_coef[:,:,1].apply(Reshape())), Double1d(hist(Red_coef[:,:,1].apply(Reshape())))/MAX(hist(Red_coef[:,
style = ll1r.getStyle()
style.setChartType(Style.HISTOGRAM)
ll1r.color = java.awt.Color.red
p1.addLayer(ll1r)
p1.xaxis.titleText = "Coef[1] of LogModel fit"
p1.yaxis.titleText = "Normalized histogram"
p1.legend.visible = 1
ll1g.name = "Green Filter"
ll1r.name = "Red Filter"
p1.xaxis.setRange([0,0.25])
# No need for an histogram for the third parameter as it is pretty much zero!
Display(Blue_coef, depthAxis=2)
Display(Red_coef, depthAxis=2)

